Optosensing Srl
Bridges Monitoring
Optical Fiber as a Sensor
Extremely thin, light, flexible, immune to electromagnetic interferences, corrosion or
alteration due to chemical agents: the excellent properties of optical fibers have
contributed to a strong impetus to the development of applications in which they are used
as sensors, in different fields of application.
In particular, through the Brillouin Scattering Technology both strain and temperature can
be measured at very high spatial resolution.
TIf properly connected to the monitored element, a single fibre can capture strains or
temperature changes every 10 centimetres all over the instrumented length, up to a
distance of some tens of kilometres.
The main advantage of distributed monitoring lies in the ability to record the subject strain
or temperature in every point of the element to monitor, with an acquisition frequency as
high as some times per second.
This enables to avoid a priori selecting the part, considered critical, to monitor as in the
more traditional approach.
Distributed Sensing for Bridges Monitoring
A distributed optical fiber monitoring system constitutes a cutting edge solution with
regard to the structural monitoring of bridges .
With a single optical fiber glued along the structure to be monitored, such a system can
provide a continuous long-term SHM, able to perform the best early warning on the
market today.
The analyses of the longitudinal strain profile allows to:
- detect the formation of any tensile cracks along the bridge;
- monitor load distribution along the bridge;
- monitor local stress and strain in the hot spots;
- monitor joint displacement;
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- monitor bridge dynamic properties;
- monitor structural properties related to the temperature of the bridge.
The use of distributed sensors permits to obtain the strain at each location of the
investigated bridge during its whole life time, giving the opportunity to predict failure, plan
maintenance strategies and hence to increase safety.
About this work
This work describes the application of a distributed optical fiber sensor based on stimulated
Brillouin scattering, as an integrated system for bridges monitoring.
This work reports the result of a load test performed on a 90m concrete road-bridge
located in Lauria (Pz) on A3 SA-RC Highway (Fig. 1).
The fiber employed for the measurements was a 900µm PVC-coated, single-mode,
standard telecom optical fiber, directly glued by epoxy along the side of the upper concrete
deck (Fig. 2).
Measurements were performed by using a Brillouin Optical Time-Domain Analysis (BOTDA)
interrogation unit developed by our group.

Fig. 1 - Instrumented Bridge.

Fig. 2 - Glued Optical Fiber.

Test Results
The traditional bearing acceptance test was carried out by topographic survey making use of a level
staff.
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Longitudinal strain profile allows to detect the formation of any tensile cracks and to
monitoring load distribution along the bridge.
The first loading scheme aimed to realize the minimum bending moment at the at the pile
tip.
It was realized by placing 10 trucks along the whole bridge length (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 - Ten trucks placed on the bridge.

Fig. 4 - Load scheme I: (a) Deformation profile;
(b) Bending moment diagram calculated by use of Midas Civil Software.

Fig. 4 (a) reports the longitudinal strain profile: it displays a symmetrical shape in a good
agreement with the theoretical behaviour; in particular, a compressive strain was
observed in the middle section of the two spans while tensile strains were measured on
the central pile.
Readings suggested the formation of some tensile cracks whose development was
confirmed by visual inspections.
A second load scheme was realized by placing 5 trucks along only one span of the bridge.
Fig. 5 shows the results of this second scheme, with maximum bending moment on one
span.
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Fig. 5 - Load scheme II: (a) Deformation profile;
(b) Bending moment diagram calculated by use of Midas Civil Software.

After the second load scheme, the bridge was unloaded.
Fig. 6 reports the strain profile acquired 30 minutes after bridge unloading: a crack is
likeley to be present on the bridge middle-section.

Fig. 6 - Strain profile acquired 30 minutes after bridge unloading.
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